LED Flashlight with Pepper Spray - Fits into the palm of your hand
Part #: FL-LED-PS2

LED Flashlight with Integrated Pepper Spray Dispenser has a unique switch configuration and enhanced pepper spray power. LED light selections include a red light, 2 level low light options and a high power tactical light with strobe capabilities.

This LED light with pepper spray measures 5 inches and weighs 9 ounces. This led flashlight with pepper spray fits into the palm of your hand, purse, pocket, glove compartment, gym bag, etc. Runners, walkers, and dog walkers can easily run with this led flashlight with pepper spray in their hand. As such, it is really effective and convenient as the light/pepper spray combination is at the ready at all times.

The frame of this led flashlight with pepper spray is composed of aluminum, not plastic, so the unit is designed and constructed to be durable.

At the top of the palm style flashlight with pepper spray, the operator slides their thump up under a hinged cover. As the thumb slides in, it comes to rest on the trigger for the 15 gram pepper spray dispenser. With excellent leverage provided by the rest of the hand, the thumb depresses the cone style pepper spray. This particular pepper spray creates a cone spray that projects 8-10 feet. The cone shaped spray serves 2 purposes. It eliminates the need to be really accurate during an encounter. Secondly, the pepper spray causes a severe burning sensation in the eyes of the attacker as well as tears, coughing and difficulty in breathing. Pepper spray causes the eyes to close involuntarily as well as making the nose run and any exposed skin tissue burn. The cone spray atomizes the pepper spray so that the
attacker inhales the pepper into their lungs, interrupting the attacker's breathing. This is extremely effective in buying the time you need to leave the situation.

The led light with integrated pepper spray contains a small battery and a 15 gram pepper spray canister. This led flashlight is designed like a gun handle and fits easily into the palm of your hand. There are 2 indentations for your fingers. Each indentation contains a rubber push button. The push button activated by the fore finger activates the high powered led light at the base of the unit. The push button activated by your middle finger turns another set of low powered LEDs on. By continuously pressing the second button, you can cycle from a single red LED to 2 white LEDs with high and low power settings. You can also hold and press the fore finger button and the middle finger button to cause the high powered LED to strobe.

Finally, the middle finger button also cycles a locator light. In the event that you store the flashlight with pepper spray in a purse, glove compartment, etc. the unit can be found easily with its low power locator light.

This LED flashlight is a lightweight, versatile and convenient form of self defense. Packed with a variety of lighting options and a powerful pepper spray, this is the most effective combination of flashlight and pepper spray in a high quality, easy to use and access form factor.

Includes the LED flashlight, pepper spray canister and battery.
Part #: FL-LED-PS2 (1687)